
The Lens awarded major grant 
to bridge science, enterprise 
and government for faster 
climate innovation.
 
7th December 2022  |  Canberra, Australia and Palo Alto, USA, 

The Lens today announced a grant from the Gordon and Betty Moore 
Foundation to enable open mapping of the global influence of public 
research on enterprise and government.  With support from the Moore 
Foundation, The Lens will launch the next generation of Open In4M, 
the International Industry & Innovation Influence Mapping platform.  

“In4M is a key part of our Collective Action Project, and enables research 
institutions to showcase their capabilities so they can build bridges with 
business, civil society  and policy makers to inform effective interventions  
for the climate crisis ” said Richard Jefferson, founder & CEO of The Lens.
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“This new grant  leverages 
the recent major 
partnership announced 
between Springer Nature 
and The Lens to improve 
public investment decisions 
and to create the scale 
and impact needed for 
the crises we face.”

Richard Jefferson
Founder & CEO of The Lens.

http://lens.org/
http://moore.org/
http://moore.org/
https://www.lens.org/lens/collective-action/
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“We’re sleep-walking towards the end of our ecosystem and civilization, 
and science alone isn’t enough to get us out of this mess.   Complementary 
capabilities, especially in business, government and civil society must be 
identified, incentivized and coordinated.  All the critical actors must find 
the right partners, expose opportunities, decrease risks and chart dynamic 
trajectories. We call this mapping ‘PORTs’, and this is a  key to Open In4M.”

Rapid, credible and evidence-driven innovation mapping requires 
open, reliable knowledge  upon which everyone can build. These 
maps are needed to show connections between the diverse 
innovation actors and helps them to find one another,” continued 
Jefferson,  ‘informed by evidence, but inspired by imagination’ ”.

“The Moore Foundation provided critical funding to The Lens a 
decade ago to start linking the patent literature and the scholarly 
literature.   This new grant  leverages the recent major partnership 
announced between Springer Nature and The Lens to create 
a powerful platform to improve public investment decisions 
and to enable the impact needed for the crises we face.”

About The Lens
https://www.lens.org

The Lens is a world leader in providing free and open discovery and 
analysis of worldwide patents and research knowledge, serving 249M+ 
scholarly work records, 143M+ patent documents from over 100 
countries, and 433M+ biological sequences extracted from patents. The 
Lens has been operating for over twenty years as a project of the long-
established non-profit social enterprise Cambia (doing business as 
The Lens), with support from leading global philanthropies and public 
institutions. Over the last years Lens is approaching full sustainability 
using a unique revenue model that keeps all meta data open and globally 
accessible, while licensing toolkits to institutions and companies, 
with fees tiered by what they can afford. For example,  all the tools are 
available at no cost to  public good institutions in the global south.

For more information, please contact info@lens.org.

About The Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation
https://www.moore.org

Gordon and Betty Moore established the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation  
to create positive outcomes for future generations.  In pursuit of that vision, 
we foster path-breaking scientific discovery, environmental conservation, 
patient care improvements and preservation of the special character of 
the San Francisco Bay Area. Visit Moore.org or follow @MooreFound.
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